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Mr Perrotta’s Year 5 class 

Room 13 

Today in class swimming lessons my group had to 

swim in long clothes and put life jackets on in the 

water. Then we did some rescues. I was partnered 

with Elise and we started on the reach rescue using 

a paddle. Then we did the throw rescues which we 

had to throw a floatation device out to the person in 

danger (your partner), we then moved on to the 

rope rescue. There were two ropes with weights on 

the end and one rope without any weight. — Tayha 

Today at swimming we had to wear clothes 

and do a compact jump into the water and 

swim out tot a life jacket. We learnt how to 

tread water, how to keep warm and how to 

rescue someone in the water. We also did 

survival strokes up and down the pool. I 

learnt that freestyle is not a survival stroke.  

- Annabel 

Today at swimming we had to wear long sleeve cloth-

ing, I wore pyjamas. We did this to feel like what it 

would be like if we were stuck out at sea. We also prac-

ticed our compact jump. We had to hold our nose and 

put your other arm over top then jump in the pool. We 

had to do a compact jump then swim out to a life jack-

et and put it on ourselves. Then we did a help signal by 

gathering in a circle and kicking so people could see. 

Lastly, we had to get sinkies at the bottom of the pool 

and use different styles to get it. — George    

This week in room 13 it was our swimming week. We attended swimming every morning with room 17 (Mr A’s 

class). After our swimming lessons we wrote a recount about some of the activities that we participated in and 

some new skills that we learnt. Here are our recounts and some pictures of our class at swimming this week.  

Swimming Week 



In our creation we made two beautiful butterflies flying 

around in a orange and yellow sunset.— Annabel, Tayha, 

Cooper and Kobe.  

This is the Australian flag.  - Charlotte, Abby, Michael 

and Blake. 

Our artwork is the Australian flag with a Harmony Day 

inspired background. —Sarah, Harmony, Toby and Billy.  

This is a mosaic artwork is a sunset with three black 

birds flying in the background.  

HASS — Mosaic artwork 

 

This week we completed mosaic artwork in HASS This week for Harmony day in our HASS lessons our class has 
been creating mosaic art. Our learning intention for this activity was to investigate different mosaic art found in Mus-
lim mosques and other cultural buildings, then create our own mosaic artwork, we did this by using one of our 
school values. Cooperation. After investigating different mosaic art, we demonstrated cooperation by working in 
groups to design our mosaic artwork. We chose three different colours and starting cutting out shapes and sticking 
them onto a blank A3 page to create our designs. Here are our mosaic art pieces.  


